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Introduction
This bulletin follows a tradition long established in the Department
of Rural Sociology of the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station.
It was prepared as a service to the people of the state, in the sense that
many individuals and agencies have use for basic population informa-
tion. The timeliness of the report stems from the fact that detailed
findings from the Nineteenth Decennial Census are just now becoming
available.
The data presented have been organized in such a way as to make it
easy to determine numbers, distributions and trends. Louisiana, as other
states, is the scene of continual change. There is perhaps no better
indicator of this change than the data relating to its human resources.
In this regard, it is fundamental that those who would plan for the
state know how many people they have to plan for and the characteristics
of these people. It is hoped that the data provided in this and succeeding
bulletins in this series will be useful in this manner.
Number of Inhabitants
The final counts of the 1970 Decennial Census revealed that the
population of Louisiana had reached 3,643, 180^ at the time the second
or follow-up counts of the Census were made. With this number of
inhabitants, the state ranked 20th in size among the 50 states. It is
interesting to note that the state ranked 20th in size among all the
states in 1960, and that it has not changed its position.
A total of 203,184,772 people were counted in the United States as
a whole in April of 1970. This represented an increase of 23,861,597
persons in the 10-year period from 1960 and a growth rate of 13.3 percent
(see Figure 1). Louisiana added approximately 385,000 people to its
iThis is the corrected population total for the state. Certain tables in this bulletin
will show an uncorrected total. The difference is less than 2,000 people and not
enough to account for significant effect on percentage distribution.
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population in this period to register a growth rate of 11.8 percent.
^
Both the nation and the state failed to grow as rapidly in the decade of
the 60's as they had in the decade of the 50's. It may be a matter of
some concern that the growth rate of the state dropped below the
average for the nation from 1960 to 1970, whereas it had exceeded the
average national growth from 1950 to 1960.
The relati\e drop in the growth rate of Louisiana is reflected ip
the fact that 20 states experienced a higher percentage increase in
population from 1960-1970. In the preceding decade only 16 states
had larger growth rates. In the Southern region, if Maryland is ex-
cluded, Louisiana ranked fifth in rate of growth, behind Florida (37.1
percent), Texas (16.9 percent), Georgia (16.4 percent), and Virginia
(17.2 percent). Since Louisiana was the third fastest growing state in
the region in the 1950's, its drop in relative growth will no doubt be
a matter of some interest to planners. The percentage change in popula-
tion for each state in the nation is shown in Figure 1.
Table 1 was prepared to show the historical growth pattern which
has characterized Louisiana since 1810. The fact that stands out, in a
scrutiny of this table, is that there were only two other 10-year periods
when the state failed to grow at a higher rate than in the last decade.
TABLE 1.—Louisiana Population Growth, by Residence, 1810-1970
The State Urban Rural
Year Percent
Total increase Percent Percent
population over previous Population of total Population of total
census population population
1970 3,643,180 11.8 2,406,150 66.1 21,235,156 33.9
1960 3,257,022 21.4 2,060.606 63.3 1,196,416 36.7
1950 2,683,516 13.5 1,379,998 51.4 1,303,518 48.6
1940 2,363,880 12.5 980,439 41.5 1,383,441 58.5
1930 2,101,593 16.9 833,532 39.7 1,268,061 60.3
1920 1,798,509 8.6 628,163 34.9 1,170,346 65.1
:
1910 1,656,388 19.9 496,516 30.0 1,159,872 70.0
1900 1,381,625 23.5 .366,288 26.5 1,0 15,.337 73.5
1890 1,118,588 19.0 283,845 25.4 834,743 74.6
1880 939,946 29.3 239,390 25.5 700,556 74.5
1870 726,915 2.7 202,523 27.9 524,392 72.1
.
1860 708,002 36.7 185,026 26.1 522,976 73.9
1850 517,762 46.9 134,470 26.0 383,292 74.0
1840 352,411 63.4 105,400 29.9 247,011 70.1
1830 215,739 40.6 46,082 21.4 169,657 78.6
1820 153,407 100.4 27,176 17.7 126,231 82.3
1810 76,556 17,242 22.5 59,314 77.5
2The growth rate of Louisiana is shown as 11.9 percent in Figure 1. This dis-
crepancy is accounted for by the fact that this map was prepared before final
counts were made.
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There is always an interest in comparing the population size and
growth rate of the state with its closest neighbors'. Census counts show
that Texas continues to grow at a rate well above the national average
and considerably faster than Louisiana (16.9 percent) . Texas had
11,196,730 inhabitants in 1970 and ranked as the fourth largest state
in the U.S. Both Mississippi and Arkansas failed to register population
growth during the decade of the 1950's. It is thus significant that
Arkansas increased its population by 7.7 percent and Mississippi by 1.8
percent in the last decade. Both states continue to lag behind Louisiana
in total population, however, with 1,923,295 people living in Arkansas
and 2,216,912 people living in Mississippi in 1970. The population of
Texas is larger than that of the three states of Louisiana, Arkansas and
Mississippi combined.
Population Growth, by Parish
A look at the population growth rate of the individual parishes
within Louisiana indicates that some 44 of the 64 parishes increased in
population between 1960 and 1970. Nineteen of these parishes grew
at rates which exceeded the rate of increase of the national population
as a whole. High rates of growth were characteristic of parishes in
southeast Louisiana, and were also associated with metropolitan cen-
ters, although this pattern is not as clear-cut as it was from 1950 to
1960. These patterns will be described in the discussion which follows.
Vernon Parish had the largest rate of growth among all the
parishes, a phenomenal 193.9 percent. This unusual growth is accounted
for by the reactivation of Fort Polk, which is located in this parish.
Table 2 shows the parishes of the state according to percentage change
in population from 1960 to 1970 and 1950 to 1960. It is most enlighten-
ing to compare how the growth rate of the parishes changed from one
decade to the other.
TABLE 2.-Population and Percent Change of the Parishes in Louisiana, 1950-1970
Population Population Population Change Change
Parish 1970 1960 1950 1950-60 1960-70
Acadia 52,109 49,931 47,050 6.1 4.4
Allen 20,794 19,867 18,835 5.5 4.7
Ascension 37,086 27,927 22,387 24.7 32.8
Assumption 19,654 17,991 17,278 4.1 9.2
Avoyelles 37,751 37,606 38,031 -1.1 .4
Beauregard 22,888 19,191 17,766 8.0 19.3
Bienville 16,024 16,726 19,105 -12.5 -4.2
Bossier 64,519 57,622 40,139 43.6 12.0
Caddo 230.184 223,859 176,547 26.8 2.8
Calcasieu 145,415 145,475 89,635 62.3 -.0
Caldwell 9,354 9,004 10,293 -12.5 3.9
Cameron 8,194 6,909 6,244 10.7 18.6




Population Population Population Change Change
Parish 1970 I960 1950 1950-60 1960-70
Claiborne 17,024 19,407 25,063 -22.6 -12.3
Concordia 22,578 20,467 14,398 42.2 10.3
De Soto 22,764 24,248 24,398 -.6 -6.1
East Baton Rou2:e 285,167 230,058 158,236 45.4 24.0
East Carroll 12,884 14,433 16,302 -11.5 -10.7
East Feliciana 17,657 20,198 19,133 5.6 -12.6
Evangeline 31,932 31,639 31,629 .0 .9
Franklin 23,946 26,088 29,376 -11.2 -8.2
Grant 13,671 13,330 14,263 -6.5 2.6
Iberia 57,397 51,657 40,059 29.0 11.1
Iberville 30,746 29,939 26,750 11.9 2.7
Jackson 15,963 15,828 15,434 2.6 .9
Jefferson 337,568 208,769 103,873 101.0 61.7
Jefferson Davis 29,554 29,825 26,298 13.4 -.9
Lafayette 109,716 84,656 57,743 46.6 29.6
Lafourche 68,941 55,381 42,209 31.2 24.5
La Salle 13,295 13,011 12,717 2.3 2.2
Lincoln 33,800 28,535 25,782 10.7 18.5
Livingston 36,511 26,974 20,054 34.5 35.4
Madison 15,065 16,444 17,451 -5.8 -8.4
Morehouse 32,463 33,709 32,038 5.2 -3.7
Natchitoches 35,219 35,653 38,144 -6.5 -1.2
Orleans 593,471 627,525 570,445 10.0 -5.4
Ouachita 115,387 101,663 74,713 36.1 13.5
Plaquemines 25,225 22,545 14,239 58.3 11.9
Pointe Coupee 22,002 22,488 21,841 3.0 -2.2
Rapides 118,078 111,351 90,648 22.8 6.0
Red River 9,226 9,978 12,113 -17.6 -7.5
Richland 21,774 23,824 26,672 -10.7 -8.6 -
Sabine 18,638 18,564 20,880 -11.1 .4
St. Bernard 51,185 32,186 11,087 190.3 59.0
St. Charles 29,550 21,219 13,363 58.8 39.3
St. Helena 9,937 9,162 9,013 1.7 8.5
St. James 19,733 18,369 15,334 19.8 7.4
St. John the Baptist 23,813 18,439 14,861 24.1 29.1
St. Landry 80,364 81,493 78,476 3.8 -1.4
St. Martin 32,453 29,063 26,353 10.3 11.7
St. Mary 60,752 48,833 35,848 36.2 24.4
St. Tammany 63,585 38,643 26,988 43.2 64.5
Tangipahoa 65,875 59,434 53,218 11.7 10.8
Tensas 9,732 11,796 13,209 -10.7 -17.5
Terrebonne 76,049 60,771 43,328 40.3 25.1
Union 18,447 17,624 19,141 -7.9 4.7
Vermilion 43,071 38,855 36,929 5.2 10.9
Vernon 53,794 18,301 18,974 -3.5 193.9
Washington 41,987 44,015 38,371 14.7 -4.6
Webster 39,939 39,701 35,704 11.2 .6
\\7pcf "Rafr^r* T?/~MirToVVC3L XJalUll IvUUyc 1 C OCA 14,796 11,738 26.1 14.0
West Carroll 13,028 14,177 17,248 -17.8 -8.1
West Feliciana 11,376 12,395 10,169 21.9 -8.2
Winn 16,369 16,034 16,119 -.5 2.1
The 20 parishes which lost people in the last decade are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the change in population size of the
parishes, while Figure 3 shows the percentage change in population.
A study of this map shows that the upper Louisiana-Mississippi delta
area has the largest number of parishes suffering population decreases.
It is of note that only four parishes showed losses of 10 percent or more
and that two parishes with losses included large total populations —
Orleans and St. Landry.
At this point, it is of interest to review the components of popula-
tion change for the various parishes. These compo lents—birth s, deaths
and net migration—are shown in Table 3. A study of Table 3 shows
that every parish had more births than deaths from 1960 to 1970.
However, 20 parishes suffered sufficient outmigration to offset the natural
increase experienced in the parish.
FIGURE 2
8
Altogether, the state lost a net 132,117 pei^ons through migration
to outside places from 1960 to 1970. A breakdown by race of this out-
migration reveals that blacks are continuing to leave the state, whereas
more whites are entering the state than are leaving. A total of 157,973
more blacks mo\ed out of the state than moved in during the decade,
but 25,856 more whites moved in than mo\ed out. It can be seen in
Table 3 that t^vo large parishes, Orleans and St. Landry, had substantial
outmigration, a pattern which mav be indicative of important reversals
in past trends.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Distribution of the Population
The varying rates of population change from 1960 to 1970 in
Louisiana give rise to a new pattern of population distribution, which
is graphically shown in Figure 4. It may come as a surprise to some to
learn that over three-fourths of the state's population is now located
in the area from Alexandria south. This increased predominance of
population in Louisiana's southern region reflects the continued growth
of the major population centers, including the New Orleans, Baton
Rouge, Lafayette and Lake Charles areas. With the exception of the
Shreveport and Monroe areas, North Louisiana does not include centers
of relatively large population concentration.
Nearly one-third of the people of Louisiana still live in the metro-
politan cities of the state. In 1960 Louisiana had five cities of over
50,000, but the 1970 Census indicates that the growth of Lafayette has
raised the number of such centers to six. It can be seen in Table 4
FIGURE 4
14
that New Orleans had 593,471 people in 1970, Shreveport 182,064,
Baton Rouge 165,963, Lake Charles 77,998, Lafayette 68,908 and Mon-
roe 59,374. It is worthy of note that Lafayette has replaced Monroe
as the state's fifth largest city.
The proportion of the state's population living in the six major
cities did not change very much in the last decade, with the growth of
Lafayette offset by the decline in the number of persons living in New
Orleans and lack of significant growth in the other major cities. The
striking change in population distribution, therefore, is the greater
concentration of people in smaller urban centers, and within metro-
politan areas but outside the major cities. This suburbanization of the
urban population is especially notable in the New Orleans area, with
the phenomenal growth of the suburban parishes of Jefferson, St.
Bernard and St. Tammany. About one out of every two persons in
Louisiana lives in the eight parishes making up the six metropolitan
areas in the state. This picture compares with a national average of
rvvo out of three persons living in metropolitan centers.
TABLE 4.- Incorporated Places in Louisiana Ranked by Size in 1970 and 1960
Rank Rank XT UpUlaLlUll X L/LIU.l<lLi.iJll
1970 1960 Namei 1 QfiO
1 1 New Orleans 593,471 627,525
2 2 Shreveport 182,064 164,372
3 3 Baton Rouge 165,963
'
152,419
4 4 Lake Charles 77,998 63,392
5 6 Lafayette Do,yuo Af\ AAA
6 5 Monroe 59,374 / 52,219
7 8 Bossier City 41,595 32,776
8 7 Alexandria 41,557 40,279
9 10 Houma 30,922 22,561
10 9 New Iberia 30,147 29,062
11 14 Kenner 29,858 17,037
12 11 Gretna 24,875 21,967
13 13 Opelousas 20,121 17,417
14 12 Bogalusa 18,412 21,423
15 18 Ruston 17,365 13,991
16 20 Morgan City 16,586 13,540
17 15 Crowley 16,104 15,617
18 42 Slidell 16,101 6,356
19 19 Natchitoches 15,974 13,924
20 21 Thibodaux 14,925 13,403
21 16 West Monroe 14,868 15,215
22 17 Bastrop 14,713 15,193
23 22 Minden 13,996
.
12,785
24 24 Sulphur 13,551 11,429
25 30 Harahan 13,037 9,275
26 26 Hammond 12,487 10,563
27 23 Jennings 11,783 11,887
28 28 W'estwego 11,402 9,815




Rank Rank Population Population
1970 1960 Name 1970 1960
30 27 Abbeville 10,996 1 f\ A t A1U,414
31 35 17*11 Til 4.*-^Ville Platte 9,692 7,514
32 29 1 ailulan y,o43 Q Al 9
33 33 Rayne n K 1 ny,5iu 0,03'±
34 31 Franklin n QOK9,340 Q f;'798,b/3
00 Pineville ft QK 1 0,000
36 53 Leesville 8,y48 ^,o5y
37 51 Baker O OO 10,481 A Q094,04o
OO 30 ue Kiciaer 0,UoU / ,1 00
39 34 Plaquemine 7,73y '7 ^on/,0oy
40 43 Donaldsonville 7,367 ct noob,U84
A 141 39 Uakdale '7 oni7,301 b,blo
AO 9QOO Covington 1 ,LlV 0,1 0^
43 40 St. Martinville '7 1 C Q7,153 R. ACQb,4b8
AA. 9.1ol Winnfield 1 M9/ ,1^4 7 099/ ,u44
45 44 Denham Springs o,loZ K 0015,yyl
AC4o A 141 Springnill a A cicib,4yb fi AHIb,437
A*! Mansfield K ft9Qo,ooy
/I o48 47 Jeanerette c ooob,344 5,5b8
4y 4o Lake Providence b,i83 K '7Q10,/81
50 50 Port Allen K '70Q0,748 K no«o,U4b
51 AO. Kaplan K KA(\0,O^U K 9fi70,40/
K9 Ol Vidalia K K9ftOjOoO ^,oio
da AO Bunkie K 9QKo,oyo K 1 ftft0,100
K.A 5o Winnsboro o,34y 4,43/
00 Ferriday K oaoo,4oy A Kf;9
56 COD3 Jonesboro 5,072 3,848
ol 171 Zachary 4,964 3,268
55 by Breaux Bridge A ClAO4,y44 9 9n93,303
59 104 Jackson 4,697 1,824
oO 52 Ponchatoula A a A r4,545 A in>n4,727
Oi KQ00 Marksville A KIQ A 9K'7^,40 /
62 72 Gonzales 4,512 3,252
o3 54 Homer 4,483 4,665
64 80 Patterson 4,409 2,923
DO /4 Grambling A AC\1 9 ^AA
66 62 Berwick 4,168 3,880
67 68 X AT «.1 ^ 1 »Westlake 4,082 3,311
Do 84 Vivian A f\A (Z4,U4b 9 ROA4,b44
taxby en59 Rayville 3,962 A nKO4,052
70 60 New Roads 3,945 o nc e3,9b5
71 b4 L-nurcn Point 3,8b5 9 cn<?3,bOb
'79 Ol Amite City 9 K09 9 91fio,oio
73 75 Franklinton 3,562 3,141
74 65 Lake Arthur 3,551 3,541
75 78 Vinton 9 A K A3,454 o no*?4,y87
76 61 De Quincy 3,448 3,928
11 81 Farmerville 3,416 2,727
78 79 Mamou 3,275 2,928




Rank Rank Population Population
1970 1960 Name 1970 1960
80 66 Welsh 3,203 3,332
81 73 Many 3,112 3.164
82 77 Haynesville 3,055 3,031
83 84 Arcadia 2,970 2,547
84 85 Delhi 2,887 2,514
85 86 Jonesville 2,761 2,347
86 83 Kentwood 2,736 2,607
87 76 Golden Meadow 2,681 3,097
88 94 Gramercy 2,567 2.094
89 93 Jena 2,389 2.098
90 87 Kinder 2,307 2,299
91 118 Carencro 2,302 1,519
92 107 Mandeville 2,282 1,740
93 95 Grand Isle 2.236 2,074
94 88 White Castle 2,206 2,253
95 127 Zwolle 2,169 1.326
96 101 Port Barre 2,133 1.876
97 117 Baldwin 2,117 1.548
98 125 Plain Dealing 2,116 1.357
99 98 Melville 2.076 1.939
100 92 Simmesport 2,027 2.125
101 96 Erath 2.024 . 2,019
102 89 Lockport 1,995 2.221
103 91 Gueydan 1,984 2,156
104 105 Oak Grove 1,980 1.797
105 103 Delcambre 1,975 1,857
106 90 Cullen 1,956 2.194
107 99 Colfax 1,892 ^ 1,934
108 116 Clinton 1,884 1,568
109 110 St. Joseph 1,864 1,653
110 102 Iowa 1,857 1,857
1 1
1
106 Oberlin 1,857 1,794
112 114 Cottonport 1,846 1,581
113 111 Bernice 1.794 1,641
114 100 Basile 1,779 1,932
115 97 Independence 1.770 ..' 1,941
116 152 Ringgold 1,731 953
117 112 Broussard 1.707 1,600
118 115 Mansura 1.699 1.579
119 128 Sunset 1.675 1,307
120 135 Arnaudville 1,673 1,184
121 121 Glenmora 1,651 1.447
122 109 St. Francisville 1,603 1,661
123 113 Elton 1,598 1.595
124 119 Lecompte 1,518 1,485
Benton 1,493 1,336
126 108 Coushatta 1,492 1,663
127 129 Washington 1,473 1,291
128 123 Waterproof 1,438 1.412




r\.anK jt\.anK Population Population
lyou Name lyou
130 120 Newellton 1,403 1,453
131 136 Livingston 1,398 1,183
132 132 Olla 1,387 1,246
133 140 Gibsland 1,380 1,150
134 137 Maringouin 1.365 1,168
135 156 Walker 1,363 912
136 151 Pearl River 1,361 964
137 130 Wisner 1,339 1,254
138 158 Scott 1,334 902
139 124 Logansport 1,330 1,371
140 138 Grand Coteau 1,301 1,165
141 134 Merryville 1,286 1,232
142 188 Brusly Landing 1,282 544
143 131 Roseland 1,273 1,254
144 133 Iota 1,271 1,245
145 142 Cotton Valley 1,261 1,145
146 143 Boyce 1,240 1,094
147 148 Duson 1,199 1,033
148 139 Sorrento 1,182 1,151
149 0 Sterlington 1,118 0
150 159 Clayton 1,103 882
151 150 Dubach 1,096 1,013
152 147 Cheneyville 1,082 1,037
153 146 Campti 1,078 1,045
154 0 Ridgecrest 1,076 0
155 141 Napoleonville 1,008 1,148
156 153 Youngsville 1,002 946
157 149 Columbia 1,000 1,021
158 161 Montgomery 923 866
159 122 Oil City 907 1,430
160 154 Clarks 889 940
161 180 Haughton 885 611
162 169 Sarepta 882 737
163 181 Sibley 869 595
164 176 Abita Springs 839 655
165 155 Morganza 836 937
166 162 Mooringsport 830 864
167 168 Chatham 827 758
168 157 Pleasant Hill 826 907
169 164 Mer Rouge 819 853
170 160 Hodge 818 878
171 165 Moreauville 807 815
172 163 Madisonville 801 860
173 171 Marion 796 685
174 172 Morse 759 682
175 170 Mermentau 756 716
176 195 Gilbert 746 472
177 177 Junction City 733 639
178 175 Loreauville 728 655




Rank Rank Population Population
1970 1960 Name 1970 1960
180 144 Doyline 716 1,061
181 166 Grosse Tete 710 768
182 187 Albany 700 557
183 178 Esthenvood 661 639
184 191 Greensburg 652 512
185 173 North Hodge 640 680
186 194 Florien 639 496
187 167 Sicily Island 630 761
188 183 Harrisonburg 626 594
189 174 Rosedale 621 674
190 199 Livonia 611 430
191 0 Wilson 606 0
192 182 Tullos 600 594
193 204 Rosepine 587 414
194 209 Slaughter 580 403
195 196 Choudrant 555 465
196 190 Mangham 544 521
197 185 Bonita 533 574
198 186 Provencal 530 570
199 212 Hornbeck 525 374
200 202 Grayson 516 428
201 211 Pine Prairie 515 387
202 189 Leonville 512 526
203 0 Elizabeth 504 0
204 205 Parks 491 413
205 0 Simpson 491 0
206 0 Fordoche 488 / 0
207 207 Maurice 476 411
208 197 Tangipahoa 469 465
209 192 Dodson 457 512
210 210 Dixie Inn 456 399
211 198 Hessmer 454 433
212 232 Clarence 448 286
213 206 Epps 448 411
214 179 South Mansfield 439 616
215 0 Hosston 428 0
216 214 Simsboro 412 363
217 223 Woodworth 409 320
218 201 Fenton 404 429
219 193 Collinston 397 497
220 217 Port Vincent 387 340
221 208 Athens 387 406
222 229 Converse 375 291
223 0 Ida 370 0
224 227 Forest Hill 370 302
225 243 Kilbourne 370 • 227
226 224 Tickfaw 370 317
227 215 Dry Prong 352 360
228 203 Norwood 348 427




Rank Rank Population Population
1970 1960 Name 1970 1960
230 228 Goldonna 337 292
231 216 Keatchie 328 345
232 218 Varnado 320 331
233 235 Angie 317 254
234 230 Heflin 314 289
235 200 Palmetto 312 430
236 219 Saline 307 329
237 220 Evergreen 307 325
238 222 Georgetown 306 321
239 245 Sun 288 224
240 226 Bienville 287 305
241 240 Calvin 286 232
242 221 Grand Cane 284 322
243 234 Turkey Creek 280 279
244 0 Powhatan 277 0
245 231 Oak Ridge 276 287
246 225 Robeline 274 308
247 0 Rodessa 273 0
248 0 Springfield 268 0
249 0 Cankton 260 0
250 244 Folsom 249 225
251 239 Sikes 237 233
252 242 Plaucheville 224 228
253 0 Forest 221 0
254 0 McNary 220 0
255 251 Reeves 214 151
256 236 Dubberly 212 249
257 0 Greenwood 212 0
258 0 Gilliam 211 0
259 0 Ashland 211 0
260 247 Montpelier 211 197
261 246 Noble 209 206
262 0 Edgefield 201 0
263 0 Spearsville 197 0
264 0 Hall Summit 190 0
265 0 Corbin 189 0
266 250 Pioneer 188 154
267 233 Longstreet 182 283
268 252 Castor 178 142
269 237 Baskin 177 238
270 0 Shongaloo 173 0
271 248 Quitman 169 185
272 249 Eros 164 176
273 0 Lillie 160 0
274 0 Jamestown 153 0
275 253 Delta 153 111
276 241 Lisbon 151 229
277 238 Stanley 145 234
278 0 Mount Lebanon 102 0
279 254 Mound 78 107
280 255 Bryceland 65 89
20
As shown in Table 5, the eight parishes with the largest populations
are: Orleans 593,471, Jefferson 337,568, East Baton Rouge 285,167,
Caddo 230,184, Calcasieu 145,415, Rapides 118,078, Ouachita 115,387 and
Lafayette 109,716. With the exception of Rapides all of the larger
parishes are part of metropolitan areas as designated by the U.S. Census.
The New Orleans area also includes St. Bernard with 51,185 people
and St. Tammany with 63,585, besides Orleans and Jefferson Parishes,
and the Shreveport area includes Bossier Parish with 64,519 besides
Caddo Parish.
TABLE 5.-Parishes of Louisiana Ranked by Size in 1970 and 1960
Rank Rank Population Population
1970 1960 Parish 1970 1960
1 1 Orleans 593,471 627,525
2 4 Jefferson 337,568 208,769
3 2 East Baton Rouge 285,167 230,058
4 3 Caddo 230,184 223,859
5 5 Calcasieu 145,415 145,475
6 6 Rapides 118,078 111,351
7 7 Ouachita 115,387 101,663
8 8 Lafayette 109,716 84,656
9 9 St. Landry 80,364 81,493
10 10 Terrebonne 76,049 60,771
11 13 Lafourche 68,941 55,381
12 11 Tangipahoa 65,875 59,434
13 12 Bossier 64,519 ' . 57,622
14 20 St. Tammany 63,585 38,643
15 16 St. Mary 60,752 48,833
16 14 Iberia 57,397 51,657
17 46 Vernon 53,794 18,301
1 Q Acadia CO T no54,109 ; 4y,y3i
19 24 St. Bernard 51,185 32,186
20 19 Vermilion 43,071 38,855
21 17 Washington 41,987 44,015
22 18 Webster 39,939 39,701
23 21 Avoyelles 37,751 37,606
24 30 Ascension 37,086 27,927
25 31 Livingston 36,511 26,974
26 22 Natchitoches 35,219 35,653
27 29 Lincoln 33,800 28,535
28 23 Morehouse 32.463 33,709
29 28 St. Martin 32,453 29,063
30 25 Evangeline 31,932 31,639
31 26 Iberville 30,746 29,939
32 27 Jefferson Davis 29,554 29,825
33 37 St. Charles 29,550 21,219
34 35 Plaquemines 25,225 22,545
35 32 Franklin 23,946 26,088












0 1 42 Beauregard 22,888 19,191
00 De Soto 22,764 24,248
38 Concordia 22,578 20,467
40 36 Pointe Coupee 22,002 22,488
U irViland 21,774 23,824
49 40 Allen 20,794 19,867
45 St. James 19,733 18,369
44 47 Assumption 19,654 17,991
45 43 Sabine 18,638 18,564
46 48 Union 18,447 17,624
47 39 East Feliciana 17,657 20,198
48 41 Claiborne 17,024 19,407
4Q 53 West Baton Rouge 16,864 14,796
51 Winn 16,369 16,034
51 49 Bienville 16,024 16,726
52 52 Jackson 15,963 15,828
53 50 Madison 15,065 16,444
54 56 Grant 13,671 13,330
55 57 La Salle 13,295 13,011
5fi 55 West Carroll 13,028 14,177
57 54 East Carroll 12,884 14,433
58 60 Catahoula 11,769 11,421
5Q 58 West Feliciana 11,376 12,395
60 62 St. Helena 9,937 9,162
61 59 Tensas Q 732iJtl JA 11,796
62 63 Caldwell 9,354 9,004
63 61 Red River 9,226 9,978
64 64 Cameron 8,194 6,909
The population of all incorporated places is shown in Tables 4 and
6. In Table 6 the population change in these places from 1960 to 1970
is shown by parish. Table 4 is included simply for the person interested
in the rank order by size of the various incorporated centers in the
state. This table should be contemplated in conjunction with Table 7,
which shows the unincorporated population centers including 1,000 or
more people. Such a comparison will indicate that several population
centers which remain unincorporated are of relatively large size.
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TABLE 6.—Percent Change of Incorporated Places in Louisiana, Arranged by Parishes,
1950-1970
Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
\9 1 AQ 4 4 47 Afifi fi 10.1
V_jI1U1C11 rUlIlL 0 ,oOO o,ouo 7 9/ .4 9 807 94 Pi41.0
Crowley 16,104 15,617 3.1 12,784 22.2
Estherwood 661 639 3.4 547 16.8
Iota 1 271 1 24(1 9 14. 1,162 7 1
\TpTTn pn fQ 1
1
iTjLCl lllCllLaLi 7lfi 0.0 12 fi4.U
\Iorse 689 1 1 ^ 679 4
Rayne 9,510 8,634 10.1 6,485 33.1
ALLEN 20,794 19,867 4.7 18,835 5.5
Elizabeth 504 0 .0 0 .0
Kinder 2,307 2 2QQA,Acre/ .3 2,003 14.8
Oakdale 6,618 ifl S 18 2
Oberlin 1,857 1,794 3.5 1,544 16.2
Reeves 214 151 41.7 106 42.5
ASCENSION 37,086 27 927 32.8 22 ^?87 24 7
Donaldsonville 7,367 6,082 21.1 4,150 46.6
Gonzales 4,512 3,252 38.7 1.642 98.1
OKJl X CXILU 1,101 9 74./ A n
ASSTIMPTTON 19 654 17 QQl Q 9y.4 17 9781 / ,4 / 0 4 1
i> aLiLilCUllVlllC 1 ,UUo 1 14ft 19 9— 14.4 1 9fiA 8 Q—o.y
AVOYFT T FS 0 / ,OvO 4 518 0^1 —1 1
Rn n 1: 1
A
fi 188J, 00 4 n 4 fififi 1 1 911.4
1 S4fi1 ,OrtU 1 P»ftli,ooi 1R 810.0 1 Pi??41 ,001 ^ 10.1
F \/RTCrvf^f^n
—0.0 5189004 -14 Q
Hessmer 454 433 4.8 0 .0
Mansura 1,699 1,579 7.6 1,439 9.7
Marksville 4,457 0.4 3,o35 1*7 117.1
Moreauville oU/ Q 1 K 1 0—l.U o3o 0 A
Plaucheville 224 228 -1.8 277 -17.7
Simmesport 2,027 2,125 -4.6 1,510 40.7
OO QQQ iy,iyi 109ly.o 17,7oo Q Ao.U
ue JtviQuer o,UoU /,lof5 1 1 ^711./ K '7QQ0,/yy OA A44.U
\<T^TTr\7T71 11^ivicil y V1J.1C 1 9ftfi 1 95191 ,404 4 4 1 5lft9 1 A Q—lu.y
RTFXVTT T F 10, /40 A 9—1.4 1 Q 1 AP;iy,iuo 19 K—14.0
r\.L LaUld. 9 0*70 9 KA'74,01/ 1 A f;10.0 9 9414,441 1 51 'T
JjlClly iilC 9Q'7 oUO —o.y IIO 511 K—ol.O
DO 8Qoy —97 n—4/ .0 140 —97 fi
Castor 178 142 25.4 171 -17.0
Gibsland 1,380 1,150 20.0 1,085 6.0
Jamestown 153 0 .0 0 .0
Mount Lebanon 102 0 .0 0 .0
Ringgold 1,731 953 81.6 1,007 -5.4




Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
BOSSIER 64,519 57.622 12.0 40,139 43.6
Benton 1,493 1.336 11.8 741 80.3
Bossier City 41,595 32,776 26.9 15,470 111.9
Haughton 885 611 44.8 501 22.0
Plain Dealing 2,116 1.357 55.9 1,321 2.7
CADDO 230,184 223,859 2.8 17d,547 40.0
Gilliam oi 1 V .u A .0
Greenwood f\v .U AU l\•U
Hosston 428 0 U A.u
T J „Ida AU AA) Q .0
Mooringsport 830 864 -3.9 709 21.9
Oil City 907 1.430 -36.6 422 238.9
Rodessa 273 0 .0 0 .0
Shreveport 182.064 164,372 10.8 127.206 29.2
Vivian 4,046 2,624 54.2 2.426 8.2
A T A O T TT" T TCALCASIEU 145,415 145,475 A OA «9K 04.0
De Quincy 3,448 3,928 1 o o-I4.4 3,00/ 4.^
Iowa 1,857 1,857 .0 0 .0
Lake Charles 77,998 63.392 23.0 41,272 53.6
Sulphur 13,551 11,429 18.6 5.996 90.6
Vinton 3,454 2.987 15.6 2.597 15.0
Westlake 4,082 3,311 23.3 1,871 77.0
CALDWELL 9,354 9,004 3.9 10,293 -12.5
Clarks 889 940 -5.4 0 A.0
Columbia 1,000 1,021 -2.1 920 11.0
Grayson 516 428 20.6 455 -5.9
CAMERON 8,194 6,909 18.6 6,244 10.7
CATAHOULA 11,769 11,421 3.0 11,834 -3.5
Harrisonburg 626 594 5.4 544 9.2
Jonesville 2,761 2.347 17.6 1.954 20.1
Sicily Island 630 761 -17.2 0 .0
CLAIBORNE 17,024 19,407 -12.3 25,063 -22.6
Athens 387 406 -4.7 487 -16.6
Haynesville 3,055 3,031 .8 3,040 -.3
Homer 4,483 4.665 -3.9 4,749 -1.8
Lisbon 151 229 -34.1 0 .0
CONCORDIA 22 578 20,467 10.3 14,398 42.2
Clayton 1,103 882 25.1 657 34.2
Ferriday 5.239 4,563 14.8 3,847 18.6
Ridgecrest 1.076 0 .0 0 .0




Parish and Place 1 up Hid LlOIl Population Change Population Change
1 VOK) 1960-70 1950 1950-60
DE SOTO 22.764 24,248 -6.1 24,398 -0.6
Grand Cane 284 322 -11.8 286 12.6
Keatchie 328 345 -4.9 0 .0
Logansport 1,330 1,371 -3.0 1,271 8.0
Longstreet 182 oo . / 99zt 040.0
Mansfield 6,432 5,839 1 n 91U.4 ol.o
South Mansfield 439 OIU 9Q 1 123.2
Stanley 145 234 -38.0 0 .0
EAST BATON ROUGE 285,167 158,236 45.4
Baker 8,281 4,823 71.7 762 532.9
Baton Rouge 165,963 152.419 8.9 125,629 21.3
Zachary 4,964 3,268 51.9 1,542 111.9
EAST CARROLX 12,884 14,433 1 n 7 1 R 9n9
-11,5
Lake Providence 6,183
•J, 1 O L 7 n A 1 094,143 40.2
EAST FELICIANA 17,657 20,198 -12.6 19,133 5.6
Clinton 1,884 1,568 20.2 1,383 13.4
Jackson 4,697 1 894. lo/.o 1 ^ A A1,144 59.4
Norwood 348 427 —18
—lO.D 414 0.1






iJaolic 1,779 1,932 -7.9 1,572 22.9
Mamou 3,275 9 Q9a 1 1 Q 2.254 29.9
Pine Prairie 515 387 33.1 0 .0
Turkey Creek 280 97Q A
.4 0 .0
Ville Platte 9,692 7,512 2Q 0 0,000 13.
0
















^Vinnsboro 5,349 4 A%1 90 3,655 21.4
Wisner 1,339 1 9f^4 0.0 '7007o8 69.9
GRANT 13,671 13,330 2.6 14,263 -6.5
Colfax 1,892 1,934 -2.2 1,651 17.1
Dry Prong 352 360 _9 9 611 -4.5
Georgetown 306 o41 -4.7 355 -9.6
Montgomery 923 8A/^ 0.0 695 24.6
Pollock 341 366 -6.8 421 —10.1
IBERIA D 1 ,0u / 51,007 11.1 40,059 29.0
Jeanerette 5,568 13.5 4,692 18.7
Loreauville 798 000 11.1 478 37.0New Iberia 3U,1'±/ 29,062 3.7 16.467 76.5
IBERVILLE 30,746 29,939 2.7 26,750 11.9
Grosse Tete ICQ7oo
-7.6 548 40.1









Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
JACKSON 15,963 15,828 .9 15,434 2.6
827 758 9.1 833 -9.0
Eros 164 176 -6.8 195 -9.7
Hodge OlO 878 -6.8 1,386 -36.7
Jonesboro ^ 848 31.8 3,097 24.2
North Hodge 680 -5.9 0 .0
Quitman 1 fiQ 1 8^11 OJ -8.6 204 -9.3
TFFFFTISON 337,500 OAO '7^104Uo,7oy 61.7 103,873 101.0
Grand Isle 9 074 7.8 0 .0
Gretna 94 R7Fi 91 Qfi7 13.2 13,813 59.0
Harahan 1 o,uo / Q 97fi 40.6 3,394 173.3
Kenner 29,858 17,037 75.3 5,535 207.8
Westwego 1 1 409 Q 81i/,0 IL) 16.2 8,328 17.9
TFFFFRSON DAVIS 29,554 29,825 -.9 26,298 13.4
Elton 1 ^QR1 ,JUO 1 595 .2 1,434 11.2
Fenton 404 429 -5.8 0 .0
Jennings 11,/ oo 11,887 -.9 9,663 23.0
Lake Arthur v>,UJ 1 3,541 .3 2,849 24.3
Welsh 3,203 3,332 -3.9 2,416 37.9
T AFAYFTTF 109,716 84,656 29.6 57,743 46.6
isroussaro. 1 '7n7 ijOuu 6.7 1,237 29.3
Carencro 2,302 1,519 51.5 1,587 -4.3
Duson 1 1QQ 1,033 16.1 707 46.1
Lafayette 68 908 40,400 70.6 33,541 20.4
Scott 1,334 902 47.9 688 31.1
Youngsville 1,002 946 5.9 769 23.0
LAFOURCHE flft 041 f•^f^ ^181 24.5 42,209 31.2
Golden Meadow ^ 0Q7 -13.4 0 .0
Lockport 1,995 2,221 -10.2 1,388 60.0
Thibodaux , 14,925 13,403 11.4 7,730 73.4
LA SALLE 1 S 01
1
1 o,wi 1 2.2 12.717 2.3
Jena 2,098 13.9 1,438 45.9
Olla 1,387 1,246 11.3 1,115 11.7
Tullos DuU 1.0 732 -18.9
33,800 28,535 18.5 25,782 10.7
Choudrant DOO 465 19.4 395 17.7
Dubach 1,096 1,013 8.2 703 44.1
Grambling 4 407 3,144 40.2 0 .0
Ruston 17,365 13,991 24.1 10,372 34.9
Simsboro 412 363 13.5 0 .0
LIVINGSTON 36,511 26,974 35.4 20,054 34.5
700 557 25.7 0 .0
Corbin 189 0 .0 0 .0
Denham Springs 6,752 5,991 12.7 2,053 191.8
Livingston 1,398 1,183 18.2 0 .0
Port Vincent 387 340 13.8 0 .0
Springfield 268 0 .0 0 .0




Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
MADISON 15.065 16,444 -8.4 17,451 -5.8
Delta 1 1
1
111 0 /.O 1 —40.U
Nlound / o 9'7 1—4 / .1 1 Q1 .y
1 aiiuian Q fid.? Q J.1 9 /,/c)o 41.0
MOREHOUSE 32,463 33,709 -3.7 32,038 5.2
Bastrop 14.713 15,193 -3.2 12,769 19.0
Bonita 533 574 -7.1 504 13.9
Collinston oy/ OA 1-40.
1
—y.u
Mer Rouge S 1 Q — /o4: o.c5
KJ3.K JvlGge A /o AO/ —o.o .u
NATCHITOCHES 35,219 35,653 -1.2 38,144 -6.5
Ashland 211 0 .0 0 .0
Campti 1,078 1,045 3.2 1,014 3.1
Clarence 448 286 56.6 0 .0
Goldonna 337 292 15.4 364 -19.8
Natchitoches 15.974 13,924 14.7 9,914 40.4
Powhatan ill u .0 0 .0
Provencal 530 570 -7.0 0 .0
Robeline 274 308 -11.0 350 -12.0
593.471 627,525 -5.4 570,445 10.0
New Orleans 593,471 627,525 -5.4 570,445 10.0
OUACHITA 115,387 101,663 13.5 74,713 26.1
Monroe 59,374 52,219 13.7 38,572 35.4
Sterlington 1,118 0 .0 0 .0
West Monroe 14,868 15.215 -2.3 10.302 47.7
rLA(^L EMUNES 25,225 22,545 11.9 14,239 58.3
POINTE COUPEE 22,002 22,488 -2.2 21,841 3.0
Fordoche 488 0 .0 0 .0
Livonia 611 430 42.1 0 .0
Morganza 836 937 -10.8 817 14.7
New Roads 3,945 3,965 -.5 2,818 40.7
RAPIDES 118,078 111,351 6.0 90,648 22.8
Alexandria 41,557 40,279 3.2 34,913 15.4
Boyce 1,240 1,094 13.3 981 11.5
Cheneyville 1,082 1,037 4.3 918 13.0
Forest Hill 370 302 22.5 365 -17.3
Glenmora 1,651 1,447 14.1 1,556 -7.0
Lecompte 1,518 1,485 2.2 1,443 2.9
Mc Nary 220 0 .0 0 .0
Pineville 8,951 8,636 3.6 6.423 34.5
Woodworth 409 320 27.8 392 -18.4
RED RIVER 9,226 9,978 -7.5 12,113 -17.6
Coushatta 1,492 1,663 -10.3 1,788 -7.0
Edgefield 201 0 .0 0 .0














RICHLAND 21,774 23,824 -8.6 26,672 -11)./
Delhi 2,887 2,514 14.8 1,861 35.1
Mangham 544 521 4.4 554 -6.0
Rayville 3,962 4,052 -2.2 3,138 29.1
18,638 18,564 .4 20,880 -11.1
Converse 375 291 28.9 311 -6.4
Florien Oov 496 28.8 0 .0
Many 3,112 3,164 -L6 1 ,681 88.2
Noble 209 206 1.5 238 -13.4
Pleasant Hill 826 907 -8.9 856 6.0
Zwolle 2,169 32,186 59.0 1 ,555 -14.7
J) 1 . BJbLKNAKD K 1 1 ftPi0 1 , 1 OO ^19 1 Rfi, 1 oo 59.0 1 1 ,087 190.3
ST. CHARLES 29,550 21,219 39.3 13,363 58.8
a 1 . rlr.J-.JiiM s\ 9,162 8.5 9,013 1.7
Greensburg 652 512 27.3 423 21.0
Montpelier oi 1 197 7.1 0 .0
ST. JAMES 19,733 18,369 7.4 15,334 19.8
Gramercy 2,567 2,094 22.6 1,184 76.9
Lutcher 3,274 .0 2,198 49.0
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST 23,813 18,439 29.1 14,861 24.1
ST. LANDRY 80,364 81,493 -1.4 78,476 3.8
Arnaudville 1,673 1,184 41.3 872 35.8
Cankton 260 0 .0 0 .0
Eunice 11,390 11,326 .6 8,184 38.4
Grand Coteau 1,301 1,165 11.7 1,103 5.6
Krotz Springs 1,435 1 ,057 35.8 866 22.1
Leonville 512 526 -2.7 514 2.3
Melville 2,076 1,939 7.1 1,901 2.0
Opelousas 20,121 17,417 15.5 11,659 49.4
Palmetto 312 430 -27.4 457 -5.9
Port Barre 2,133 1 ,o / u 1 S 7 1 ,066 76.0
Sunset 1,675 1,307 28 2 1,080 21.0
Washington 1,473 1 9Q1 14 1 1 ,291 .0
ST. MARTIN 32,453 29,063 11.7 25,353 10.3
Breaux Bridge 4,942 3,303 49.6 2,492 32.5
Parks 491 41 % 18.9 460 -10.2
St. Martinville 7,153 U,T^OO 10.6 4,614 40.2
ST. MARY 60,752 48,833 24.4 35,848 36.2
Baldwin 2,117 1,548 36.8 1,138 36.0
Berwick 4,168 3,880 7.4 2,619 48.1
Franklin 9,325 8,673 7.5 6,144 41.2
Morgan City 16,586 13,540 22.5 9,759 38.7




Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
ST. TAMMANY 63.585 38,643 64.5 26,988 43.2
Abita Springs 839 655 28.1 559 17.2
Covington 7,170 6,754 6.2 5,113 32.1
Folsom 249 225 10.7 166 35.5
Madisonville 801 860 -6.9 861 -.1
Mandeville 2,282 1,740 31.1 1,368 27.2
Pearl Ri\'er 1 ,001 yoi 41.4 AST03/ K 1 901.3
jiiueii 0,000 153.3 9 AC 13,4o4 09 r00.0
Sun 400 40.0 U A.0
TANGIPAHOA 65,875 59,434 10.8 .53,218 11.7
Amite City 3,593 3,316 8.4 2,804 18.3
Hammond 12.487 10,563 18.2 8,010 31.9
Independence 1,770 1,941 -8.8 1,606 20.9
Kentuood 2,736 2,607 4.9 2,417 7.9
Ponchatoula 4,545 4,727 -3.9 4,090 15.6




1 1(.KI<1\N c>l\) 31 / 16.7 0 .0
TENSAS 9,732 11,796 -17.5 13,209 -10.7
Newell ton 1 j-tUo 1 ,403 -3.4 1,280 13.5
St. Joseph 1,864 1,653 12.8 1,218 35.7
\Vaterproof 1,438 1,412 1.8 1,180 19.7
1 ll.l\.i\.JLjt)^JJ> ^> L. /o,U'±y 60,771 25.1 43,328 40.3
n.u u Iu d. Q99 00 tie 14a,0D1 97 13/. I 1 1 ,oU0 96.1
UNION 18,447 17,624 4.7 19,141 -7.9
Bernice 1,794 1,641 9.3 1,524 7.7
Farmerville 3,416 2,727 25.3 2,173 25.5
Junction City 733 639 14.7 514 24.3
T illip> loU 0 .0 0 .0
\Iarion /yo nor 16.2 685 .0
J UCd.1 » V lllC 1 0*7 U .0 0 .0
VERMILION 43,071 38,855 10.9 36,929 5.2
Abbeville 10,996 10,414 5.6 9,338 11.5
Delcambre 1 ,975 1 ,857 6.4 1 ,463 26.9
Erath 2,024 2,019 .2 1,514 33.4
Guevdan 1 (\Q AJ ,yo4 2,156 -8.0 2,041 5.6
.),D'1U K. OCT.0,267 5.2 4,562 15.5
Nlaurice AIR /(II4 1
1
15.8 335 22.7
VERNON 53,794 18,301 193.9 18,974 -3.5
Hornbeck 525 374 40.4 524 -28.6
Leesville 8,928 4,689 90.4 4,670 .4
Rosepine 587 414 41.8 334 24.0
Simpson 491 0 .0 0 .0
WASHINGTON 41,987 44,015 -4.6 38,371 14.7
Angle 317 254 24.8 230 10.4
Bogalusa 18,412 21,423 -14.1 17,798 20.4
Franklinton 3,562 3,141 13.4 2,342 34.1




Parish and Place Population Population Change Population Change
1970 1960 1960-70 1950 1950-60
WEBSTER o9,yoy on 7ni .o 35 704 11.2
Cotton Valley 1 1 AK 10 1 1,188 -3.6
Cullen 1,956 2,194
1 A Q u
Dixie Inn 456 399 14.3 u .u
Doyline / lo 1 HAI1 ,U01 —04.3 1,170 -9.3
Dubberly 1 A Q nv .0
Heflin J14 « 1o. / C\yj .0
Minden 13,996 12,785 9.5 9,787 30.6
Sarepta 882 737 19.7 0 .0
Shongaloo 173 0 .0 0 .0
Sibley 869 595 46.1 623 -4.5
Springhill 6,496 6,437 .9 3,383 90.3
WEST BATON ROUGE 16,864 14,796 14.0 11,738 26.1
Addis 724 590 22.7 505 16.8
Brusly Landing 1,282 544 135.7 493 10.3
Port Allen 5,728 5,026 14.0 3,097 62.3
WEST CARROLL 13,028 14,177 O 1-0.1 1 '7 OAQ1 / ,4'tO — 1 / .0
Epps 448 411 9.0 308 33.4
Forest 221 0 .0 0 .0
Kilbourne 370 227 63.0 0 .0
Oak Grove 1.980 1,797 10.2 1l,79o
188 154 22.1 0 .0
WEST FELICIANA 11,376 12,395 -8.2 10,169 21.9
St. Francisville 1,603 1,661 -3.5 936 77.5
WINN 16,369 16,034 2.1 16,119 -0.5
Calvin 286 232 23.3 0 .0
Dodson 457 512 -10.7 375 36.5
Sikes 237 233 1.7 342 -31.9
Winnfield 7,142 7,022 1.7 5,629 24.7
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TABLE 7.—Population and Percent Change of Unincorporated Places of 1 AfkAi,uuu or
More in 1960 and 1970
Unincorporated places Percent
of 1,000 or more Parish 1970 1960 change
Alexandria Southwest Rapides 3,151 2,782 13.3
Allemands Lafourche 2,318 1,167 98.6
St. Charles
Amelia St. Mary 2,292 *
Anandale Rapides 1 '7'70i,77y 2,827 -37.1
Bavou Cane Terrebonne 9,077 3,173 186.1
Bayou Vista St. Mary 5,121 #
Buras - Triumph Plaquemines 4, 113 4,908 -16.2
Cooper Road Caddo 9,034 *
England Rapides 3,715 *
Garvville St. John the Baptist 2,474 2,389 3.6
Hahnville St. Charles 2,4o3 1,297 91.4
Hammond East Tangipahoa 1.342 1,462 -8.2
Har\ ev Jefferson 6,347 *
Hollywood Calcasieu 2,328 1,750 33.0
Jefferson Heights Jefferson 16,489 19,353 -14.8
Lafitte Jefferson 1,223 *
Laplace St. John the Baptist 5,953 3,541 68.1
Larose Lafourche 4,267 2,796 52.6
Little Farms Jefferson 15,713 *
Luling St. Charles 3,255 2,122 53.4
Marrero Jefferson 29,015 *
Metairie Jefferson 135,816 *
Mimosa Park St. Charles 1,624 *
Nen- Sarpv St. Charles 1,643 1,259 30.5
Xorco St. Charles 4,773 4,682 1.9
North Fort Polk Vernon 7,955 *
Plaquemine Southwest Iberville 1,224 1,272 -3.8
Port Sulphur Plaquemines 3,022 2,868 5.4
Raceland Lafourche 4,880 3,666 33.1
Reserve St. John the Baptist 6,381 5,297 20.5
Saint Rose St. Charles 2,106 1,099 91.6
Sam town Rapides 4,210 4,008 5.0
Scotlandville East Baton Rouge 22,557 *
Seymourville Iberville 2,506 1,788 40.2
South Fort Polk Vernon 15,600 *
Sulphur South Calcasieu 1,108 1,351 -18.0
Terry Jefferson 13,832 *
\'acherie St. James 2,145 *
Wardville Rapides 1,087 1,086 0.1
•Not listed as separate entity in I960.
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Composition of the Population
Louisiana's population is now more urban than it has ever been
before. Two-thirds (66.1 percent) of the people of the state live in
places defined as urban by the U.S. Census. The urban population in-
cludes all persons living in places of 2,500 or more inhabitants. Metro-
politan areas are defined as a parish which contains a city of 50,000
inhabitants or more. Adjoining parishes are included in a metropolitan
area if they are socially and economically interdependent with the
central city. Over half of Louisiana's inhabitants reside in such areas.
Louisiana and the other states located in the Southern part of the
United States remains more rural than the rest of the nation, although
all southern states are rapidly becoming more urban, with the exception
of West Virginia. According to the 1970 Census, 74 percent of the people
of the United States live in urban places compared with 70 percent in
1960. In this regard, it is interesting to note that 42 of the 50 states
have an urban population which includes 50 percent or more of the
people residing in the state. Only eight states now have more rural
inhabitants than urban inhabitants. This number contrasts with 11
states in 1960. Mississippi, with a 56 percent rural population, is the
only neighbor state to Louisiana which remains a predominantly rural
state. Arkansas, which was predominantly rural in the past, now has 50
percent of its population located in urban places. Texas is 80 percent
urban.
In Louisiana, as can be seen in Table 8 and Figure 5, Orleans and
surrounding parishes are the most urban of all parishes. Orleans parish
is 100 percent urban, while Jefferson is 96 percent urban and St. Bernard
is 91 percent urban. Other highly urban parishes are East Baton Rouge,
87 percent urban; Caddo, 86 percent urban; Ouachita, 79 percent urban,
and Calcasieu, 75 percent urban. By contrast, 10 parishes are completely
rural. All-rural parishes include Assumption, Caldwell, Cameron, Grant,
LaSalle, Red River, St. Helena, Tensas, West Carroll and West Felici-
ana. Despite the urban predominance in population, more than half
the parishes in Louisiana are still over 50 percent rural, 43 parishes in

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The changes in the population of Louisiana from 1960 to 1970 are
summarized briefly here, and some of their implications for the future of
the state are elaborated.
1. The total population of the state increased at a slower rate than
it had from 1950 to 1960. Taken by itself this fact suggests that planning
for the provision of services to the population will not be unduly
strained. On the other hand, there are considerable regional variations
in the rate of growth. Some areas, principally in North Central Louisi-
ana, continue to face the social dilemma of a declining population,
which is reflected in problems such as aging of the local population,
under-employment, low income, local taxation erosion and poorly sup-
ported social institutions like churches and business places. By contrast,
some areas (principally those including or near metropolitan centers)
face the challenge of a growing population and its associated increasing
needs for educational, medical and other services.
2. The growth of the state's population continues to be largely an
urban phenomenon, while rural areas typically continue to decline.
Further technological changes in agriculture are likely to make this
trend persist. This ongoing shift in the rural-urban composition of the
state's population can be expected to have far-reaching consequences.
From the point of view of the future composition of the population, the
impact of urbanization will likely be seen in a reduction of the state's
birth rate. At the same time, the values, attitudes and goals of the people
can be expected to change over time. The latter will have political and
other repercussions.
3. Although the population of the state has become more con-
centrated in metropolitan areas, these areas have become more suburban
in character. In this respect, population distribution in Louisiana is
following trends apparent elsewhere in the United States. These trends
portend problems of tax bases, schooling, transportation, police pro-
tection and others in central cities. They suggest consideration should
be given to programs designed to relocate people in rural areas, among
other things.
4. While Louisiana still has one of the largest nonwhite popula-
tions of any state, the proportion of nonwhites in its population has
declined since 1960. Substantial net outmigration of nonwhites and
some inmigration of whites continue and account for this trend.
All in all, although Louisiana is becoming increasingly urbanized,
much of the state still reflects a rural and agricultural character in
the composition and distribution of the population. This fact has
relevance for many types of programs, in that it indicates certain types
of attitudes and values continue to prevail. Should the urbanization of
the state continue, one can be sure these values will change and create
many new problems and challenges for the people of Louisiana.
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